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I. INTRODUCTION

The economic crisis in Africa during the last two decades has

compounding debt burdens.

in the industrial sector, production declined

scarcity of essential commodities and falling standards of living,

the period of crisis, the small scale and informal

?5Son«vi.i ,S™? . portr.yin, tu p.t.nti.1
spirit of entrepreneurship.

The timely response of the informal sector entrepreneurs at
«i* time when formal sector enterprises were not responding and

rangfof reliant products for the expanding basic goods markets.

The second industrial Development Decade for Africa has

The purposes of this technical publication are to:

(i) take stock of and analyse the structure of the industrial
enterprises in the informal sector.

(ii) identify development problems and constraints.

(iii) define applications of findings for policy formulation,
design programme and institutions.
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requisite action programme

The scope of the study limits itself to the productive sector

nr-rtdiiction" in French speaking countries, i.e. productive
handicraft Informal micro and small enterprises create value
aaSed and are to evolve in small and medium scale industries.

e

ounrfrthe^o^^^^^^^
?S non-access to'modern institutional facilities and the absence
of support mechanisms for its potential development «*«£■■*■«?.
tL fifth chapter proposes policy measures which could enable the
Informal sector to be usefully integrated in to the overall socio-
ecSc development process of African countries ^ a Programmed
and accelerated approach. That new policy approach should aim at
Sing thl^foundatfon of an industrial base through which a network
of small-scale, productive and efficient enterprises can meet the
bulk of demand of domestic markets, increase employment and
contribute to a better income distribution. Finally, the sxxth and
last chapters, attempt to recommend policy measures, strategies and
Institutional' mechanisms to foster the development expansion
diversification and growth of industrial enterprises in the
inforaalsector in order to graduate them to small- and medium-
scale modern industrial enterprises.

II. POLICIES MID INSTITUTIONAL ARRANGEMENTS IN THE INFORMAL

INDUSTRIAL SECTOR.

2.1 r-nnceptual issues

Despite the popularity of the term informal sector, its
precise or concise parameters and definition continue to elude both
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policy-makers and all other development actors involved in
programming and providing assistance to the sector Consequently
the absence of a universally agreed definition of the informal
sector constitutes a key problem facing attempts to contribute to
the development of the sector. Policy-makers are unclear on what
type of economic activities in which to direct which the measures
with well defined target groups. Progressively, they would surely
formulate appropriate policies and evaluate the extent to which
sector is responding. In addition, the policy makers would also be
fn position to create institutions appropriate to a known need
The absence of a universally accepted definition of the informal
sector is partly the result of how it is perceived by various

technical assistance providing institutions ««* d«"l«™?-™'a^
well as the common features to both informal small scale
enterprises and the urban informal sector.

Definitions tend to differ from country to country .and even
from ministry to ministry within the same country depending on the
orientation and interest of the body setting the definition. For
example, those looking at employment creation tend to over
emphasize the manpower dimensions of the sector including skills
and educational levels. In national planning, /^ng size of
capital and employment are manor considerations and f°r J*ose
looking for policy measures to reduce hindrances to the sector
non-capitalistic elements assume definite significance. On the
extreme side, researchers, law enforcing agencies, etc, tend to
categorize informal sector activities as, jntep-alia, illegal
enterprises as long as they are not registered or believed not to

be paying taxes, etc.

While in the industrial informal sector many of the elements
often associated with illegality are at a minimum, in most
countries, the question of concept and definition must be revised
if an ambiguous package of policies and measures are to be avoided.
Sntil a prVper definition is agreed on, a satisfactory conceptual
framework of the definition could be made up of a combination of
the following characteristic elements: (i) indigenous micro-
enterprises employing a small range of workers depending on the
sub-sector, whereby the family usually owns and Provides the
initial means of production, (ii) apprenticeship «»"ti]:*u*£k*£
main mode of training for skills acquisition, (m) working
conditions are poor with the majority of ^terprises operating
without basic infrastructural support such as water and electricity
and where use of modern technologies is limited, (iv) a large
proportion of enterprises by virtue of their operational nature are
beyond the ambit of regulations and procedures laid down by
Government machinery, hence many do not pay taxes or register their
businesses, pay minimum wages, etc; (v) operators in the sector
generally have low educational background and therefore their
enterprises suffer from poor management.3
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It is against this conceptual background that one has to view
the informal sector. An informal sector which is also evolving^and
adiustinq and adopting many of the characteristics of the formal
sector especially with the increasing Government involvement in

is

anyway

being covered is essentially micro and small scale enterprises

2.2 K»isting Policies in Favour of The Tnforaal Sector

(i) unequal development and policies in the sector

The development of the informal sector has been unequal among
the African subregions and consequently the existing policies in
favour of the informal sector reflected that unequal development
The sector plays a dominant role in the urban eoonouM of West
African countries. It is less developed in some countries of North
and last Africa and negligible in Southern African countries.

The difference in importance and growth of the informal sector
between the countries of East Africa and countries of West Africa
was the result of colonial policies in settlement and^Particularly
in urban planning policies which were more stringent in East
Africa in the ablence of formal constraints, the sector developed
faster in West Africa.

The quasi inexistence of the informal sector in the countries
of southern Africa was the result of the role of "attraction pool"
?heSSouth Anfrfca economy played in the subregi^n g*J%g*2££
countries to South Africa are sources of labour to South African
economy? in particular the mining sector which employs any excess
labour which cannot find wage earning activities at home.

(ii) Development, policies diren.i-ed to the informal sector

The informal sector has been neglected for a long time by
official, social, economic and industrial policies in most African
countries where it has reached a substantial level of ™P°rtance
in particular the industrial component of the sector. Successive

national development plans of the countries since P?£t«»l
^dependence in the X960's did not accord any role to^the non-
structured sector of the national economies. Until recently, the
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upstream and downstream industries to sustain Vtl

ScetdUersetineTr4x^S
through a dominant stlte sector which over the years Performed
poorlyand bTcame a burden to public treasury. The results have

i conomic and ^inuousby the presence of steady, increasing economic and ^inuous
financial distortions and structural weaknesses. £ the sectoral
level the gap between the modern sector and the informal sector
nas widened to the advantage of the latter, particularly in the
African countries South of Sahara.

(iii) Policies d-ir-Pnted to industrial micro-enterprises , small
apr^ podium sr^ie industries

The failure of ill-conceived economic and industrial Po
pursued by most African countries since independence has led them

investment The repayment of debt is another constraining factor
to ^development capacity of African countries. A great number
of nublic enterprises5 which generated official indebtedness have
^en liquidated? restructured and privatized ^ate monopoly has
nroaressivelv disappeared. At ■ some point, a degree of de
industrialisation his occurred and industrial asset lost. Most of
countries nave or are adopting a market oriented economy and are
deploying efforts to foster and encourage private initiative. As
reluct' governments and policy makers have become tog********
aware of the development potential of the informal sector. More
anfmore, development policies are according a privileged Position
tSthe development of the informal industrial sector through
mainly the promotion of handicraft, micro-enterprises, small and

medium-scale industries.

Policy-makers and development researchers are increasingly
convinced that the informal sector is an alternative which acts as
a crumble for training of national.entrepreneurs and development
of entrepreneurial capabilities in establishing an i"du=«y
commensurate to national needs and requirements. Indeed, .ongoing
development policies cite the merit of the informal sector in terms
of flexibility, a greater capacity to resist internal and external
crise" a dynamism in employment creation and a strong too^for
spatial distribution of industrial activities. It is now fully
recognized that micro, small and medium scale enterprises can play
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a decisive role for a larger diffusion of growth within the

society.

Policy actions. plans. R^hemes and institutional
framework for tne development of handicraft an£ smaU-

industry

increasingly, governments have come to realize the development
potential of the informal sector in their new economic and
industrial development policies and strategies. Consequently,
specific policy measures in favour of handicraft, small and medium
scale industries are being taken by a number of countries and
mechanisms set up to institutionalize and regulate the operational
environment of the industrial enterprises of the informal sector in
order to give them official recognition and legal framework.
Action programmes set up in that direction vary from country to
country. But generally these programmes aim at achieving the

following objectives:

(a) progressive modification of the micro and small
enterprise operational environment through specific
policies with regard to taxation system, financing,
training including "apprenticeship, institutional
mechanisms, technology improvement/upgrading, search for
internal and external markets outlets, information, etc.,
i.e. the mutation of the present informal micro and small
enterprise to a formal enterprise status with all
attributes of a private property;

(b) creation or strengthening of informal sector professional
groups and associations;

(c) setting-up of multipurpose workshops in providing a
minimum of services to production activities;

(d) diversification of production, search and enlargement of
market outlets through the introduction of new products
and improved production techniques;

(e) imparting technical and professional training;

(f) training professional associations in management and
negotiation capacity with a view to achieving financial
self-reliance and stable revenue;

(g) development of entrepreneurial capabilities;

(h) generation of employment

It is generally in the production activities with high growth
potential that Government actions, plans, schemes and institutional
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setup are directed. A review of main achievements in these areas
Ihowl thatit was the rural informal sector which initially drew
the attention of public authority and activities such as
blacksmithing, woodworking and rural construction benefited
ftitiSS from technical assistance. Other development activities
of the rural informal sector such as pottery, weaving, leatherwork
which are resource-based are looked after in second position.

2.3 Institutional arrangements

Except in very few countries, are specific institutions geared
to the development of informal sector activities exist BfflLJ*.
However, in many countries the functions of the various
institutions in charge of small-scale industry <*fve^fnt "^^
assistance to units which can be considered informal. In the
ministries of industry, the small-scale enterprises unit takes on
the informal sector and some components of the same are spread in
other ministries including labour, women culture, youth, etc. The
various components taken on by different bodies undt
respective ministries may provide training suitable for entry in
informal sector and some financial institutions may even provide
financing for equipment, that cooperatives, professional
organizations, handicraft and small-scale enterprises may want.

Broadly, three categories of institutions are identifiable.
The informal sector development institutions which, are usually
under the Ministry of Industry are organized in a variety of ways
in the respective countries. However, in principle they are
concerned with development of training and production facilities
for the artisans, i.e. activities aimed at promoting better
management of the enterprises and undertaking feasibility studies
for projects of the small-scale producers and often with a view to
better qualify for assistance from financial institutions.

The second category is that of training institutions. Some of
these are provided by government bodies and others by NGOs ana
private sector. There are problems ranging from reaching people
that most need the training, relevance of subject matter and
affordability and quality of training such of how many people are

trained a year.

The third category is that of financial support institutions.
As pointed out earlier, the financial institutions are designed to
cater for the needs of small-scale enterprises. It is within this
context that informal sector borrowers are also covered. The
problems are, however, numerous in the financial sector including
those of the informal sector financial arrangements by itself.

In some cases, other institutional arrangements exist
including those in marketing, particularly of handicraft products
and in others aspects of bulk procurement and storage transport.
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III. PROFILE OF THE INFORMAL INDUSTRIAL SECTOR

3.1 TupoT-fcancff of **"» *"fo**»al sector

Africa's economic crisis particularly during the period of the
1980'S has raised the importance levels of the small-scale and
informal sectors in nearly all African countries. It is these
sectors that sustained the economies and showed their potential
capacities to innovate and produce a wide range of goods for the

consumers.

The crisis brought with it a contraction of formal enterprise
activities and with it, the decline in employment and recru^ent.
This happened at a time when educational institutions were and are
graduating even larger numbers, all looking for nobs. It was the
informal lector which has been able to respond to this pressure by
absorbing an increasingly larger number of 30b seekers, way ahead
of the formal sector-

The informal sector employment accounted for approximately21
percent of labour force. However, in the urban areas, it accounted
for 59 percent of the urban labour force and now is the most
important single source of employment generation in many African
countries. This rate is still growing faster than the formal
sector employment. There are, however, variations and differences

among the countries and sectors examined.

In its 1990 report on employment in Africa, the International
Labour organisation (ILO) stated that "the informal sector is
becoming more and more the employer of the last recourse in the
urban areas in Africa. As the modern sector abs°^s only a mere
fraction of new comers in the urban labour market, the crushing
majority of the urban labour in excess should be necessarily
absorbed by the informal sector. Bearing in mind that (1) a
quarter of the active population in the region lives in the cities
that are growing by 6.% annually, and that (11) two thirds of all
wage-earning employment are in urban areas and that employment
increases by two percent per year, it follows that an appalling
proportion, i.e. 93% of all additional jobs in the urban areas in
Africa have to be created in the informal sector in the 1990 s .

Furthermore, the disengagement of African Governments from
whole sections of national economies and the lay-off of civil
service workers and of parastatals as result of structural
adjustment policies financial, economic and social problems of many
countries have arisen a recrudescence of interest in the private
sector in general and in particular in the informal sector where a
hiqh potential of entrepreneurial capabilities exists. At one and
the same time, for reasons of employment opportunity, economic
rationale and social stability, African governments and policy
makers are compelled to give high priority and consolidate a more
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dense and better structured socio-economic fabric. The rapid
development of informal sector in all African countries in the
absence of an enabling institutional environment is a testimony to
the vitality and high potential of the sector, mainly in the
productive subsectors of the informal sector.

The informal sector provides livelihood to many as source of
their incomes. Informal sector contributes significantly to GDP.
The average share of informal sector output in total GDP in African
countries is estimated at 20 percent. As a proportion of total
GDP, the share of informal sector output ranges from 35 percent in
Liberia, to 6.6 and 6.5 percent respectively in Zaire and in Mali.
With regard to contribution in industrial production, its share is
approximately 32 percent, second only to trade which is about 50
percent of total production. Furthermore, the informal industrial
sector goes a long way to meet the basic needs of the majority of
the rural and urban population. This involves the production and
supply of food, clothing, building materials etc., at affordable
prices or at prices much below what the formal sector can offer.

The informal sector has also been significant in providing
training. The training has been conducted mostly under
apprenticeship arrangements. As high as 70 percent of training is
received from within the sector. Many youths are attached to a
craftsman for varying periods, usually without wages or with
minimal remuneration or pocket money while acquiring the skills.
In addition to acquiring skills, the sector has provided
opportunities for development of entrepreneurship as well as
providing a mechanism for the mobilization of limited
capitalization funds. At least 80 percent of capital in the
informal sector is internally generated.5

Presently, there is a strengthening interest and belief among
policy makers that the informal sectors capacity to contribute to
economic transformation is still underdeveloped. Many governments
are targeting the informal sector to replace jobs lost in public
sector including those retrenched in the civil service and a large
number of educational institutions leavers.

The future of the informal sector especially the industrial
component raises many hopes. While the trend is for more people
going into the informal sector, there is an increasing number going
in the production side, using labour intensive technologies*. This
is particularly so in subsectors of metal fabricating, woodworking,

tin smithing etc.

While in the last two decades of economic crises, the informal
sector has grown very fast, thus giving the impression of having
the capacity to absorb labour infinitely, increasingly, evidence
seems to indicate that some lines of activities are reaching
saturation levels 7. This is particularly true of trade. It
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therefore becomes clear that the combined effects of government
intervention in the informal sector and the phenomenal growth level
of the sector has to result in changes to which planners must
adjust as the sector evolves and converts to a formal sector.

3.2 Size of

The informal sector industries are often assessed by their
size and level of capitalization. In Africa, the average
industrial establishment in the informal sector is run by three
workers, as compared with 5 for the whole sector. Many of the
enterprises are one man-run, usually by the owner. These one-man
enterprises constitute 40 percent of the total informal sector
establishments as a whole with industry having even a higher
concentration above that average.

For the industrial enterprise in the informal sector, the
average initial capital is estimated at around US$440 per new
establishment8. There are, however, wide variations among
countries and geographical locations.

3.3 Development: patterns

On the whole, the informal sector uses relatively labour-
intensive technology and has demonstrated a higher capacity for
absorbing labour than the modern sector.

Most enterprises rely on family labour and resources. This
dependence runs as high as 95 percent of enterprises getting their
capital from the family, relatives and friends. It is, thus, not
surprising that family labour constitute a considerable share of
total labour force. There are, however, outside workers engaged
especially in the industrial enterprises in addition to those

working as apprentices.

As pointed out earlier, increasingly, the industrial
enterprises are becoming more capital intensive and the absorbtion
of labour should not be expected to be any different from that of
formal section. Furthermore, while the wages in informal sector
are relatively lower than those in the formal sector, movement of
labour is not necessarily taking place between the two sectors.
Given the realities, of the situation, the informal sector attracts
a large number of entrants into employment, many of who come in as
apprentices and replacement. Within this system are many issues of
potential implications and requiring initiatives of government
policies. These include the relationship of entrepreneurs and
apprentice, the wage levels, taxation, training, access to credit,
exemption on import duties for imported production equipment, the
accumulation of capital for such enterprises.
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The bulk of labour force has low formal training background.

Based on JASPA survey's in selected African,countries the average

level of schooling is 8 years and about 30 percent of the sample
population has never attended any formal learning institution. In
the area of vocational training, only 20 percent have received
training from formal institutions. For the majority of
entrepreneurs, the only source of technical and managerial skills
acguisition is the apprenticeship system.9

The apprenticeship system has a number of drawbacks. The
cause of some of these problems are easy to determine and some can
be dealt with readily. The owner-trainer often is too busy to have
time for the apprentices, lacks methodology for imparting skills,
no theoretical back-up on the technologies and machines used. The
owner-trainer usually never goes to refresher programmes and often
management aspects are either not taught or superficially taught,

particularly in costing, bookkeeping etc.

3.4 Entrepreneurship

The industrial informal sector entrepreneurs are diversified.
In the rural areas, they include the part time farmers who divide
their time between agricultural production and processing
agricultural products, manufacturing products on demand including
processing agricultural products, fabricating and repairing metal
products, ceramics, food items, textile handicraft etc. There are
a few who would predominantly devote much of their time on their
industrial enterprises, some with the help of hired labour but most
with the help of their relatives, often younger ones who start as

apprentices.

In urban areas, the entrepreneurs are of more complex and

diversified nature. There are the rural migrants who are seeking
better opportunities for their skills. They could be school drop-
outs, public officers in government or formal sector employees
seeking complementary sources of incomes, women with ingenuity,
skills and drive to better their lives, retired civil servants or
about to retire and trying to secure sources of income for their
dependents who fear they may not get formal employment.

On the whole, the entrepreneurs in the urban centres are

better trained and more exposed but variations are also reflected

along enterprise lines.

3.5 Working conditions

A wide spectrum of working conditions characterize the sector

as a whole and the industrial enterprises in particular. The
majority of enterprises operate in temporary sheds and structures.
Most of the activities are concentrated where the operators live
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and often where infrastructural base is most inadequate; i.e.

lacking water and electricity.

The typical informal sector is the least legally protected
set-up. The sector experiences a wide range of problems some

streaming from its being a sector least understood by outsiders.
The sector experiences consequences of non integration and
inappropriate policies from the authorities at all levels and often
out of concern for legally justified measures, including public
health, fire hazard, traffic orderliness, etc. As the small
operators cannot afford prime land nor suitable premises, and often
the authority would be looking into questions of legality, the
compromise position of alternative solution are ignored. The issue
of legality has also implication on the affordability of loans to

build new structures for the sector enterprises.

The informal sector is constituted by low income population
sector. Based on data from Kenya, Malawi and Burundi, wages in the
manufacturing activities in the informal sector represent 30.4, 42;
and 58.5 percent of wages of the same activities in the modern

sector respectively. On the other hand, entrepreneurs seem to earn
an income comparable or above their counterparts in the industrial

sector.

3.6 Gender issues

Women presence in the informal sector is wide-spread and
varied. In some countries the ratio of women and men owning
enterprises is comparable in number. In Botswana, women represent
the majority of proprietors operating 75 percent of all micro and
small enterprises. There, however, are areas in which women
dominate in nearly all countries. These include food and
beverages; textiles, etc. Women are late comers in some lines of

production.

3.7 Technology

The informal sector makes its own tools for some of its
industrial operations and capital goods. There is, thus, some
amount of development of indigenous production technology

appropriate for a number of production lines. There is, however,
much more adaptation of technology and in some lines to competitive
levels. It is capability and capacity that seem to enable the
sector to convert what otherwise would be resources of marginal
value to usable end products through often lacking quality and

unstandardi zation.

On the whole, micro and small-scale enterprises face a number

of difficulties in selecting and operating a plant, equipment and
spare parts10. They also lack the necessary skills and knowledge

on equipment and product development. The above factors have
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negative impact on the quality, standard and competitiveness of

these enterprises.

Due to lack of access to foreign exchange to import foreign,
most local research institutions are handicapped in developing
their research capacity and capabilities. The cost of technology
developed by local specialized institutions and its promotion and
transfer to the small entrepreneur remain a major bottleneck which
require attention and appropriate measures.

3-8 Mf»rle;et: and Marketing

The small enterprise faces the question of market outlets and
marketing. They need market surveys and research to support their
ventures. As for the existing enterprises they need markets to
enable them produce more, expand in the same product or diversify

their operations.

The major challenge facing the small enterprises is the
expansion and development of the demand of their products. Two
main channels can be considered as appropriate in giving greater
access to informal firms to public bid and the development of
subcontracting with modern firms. In most countries, government
procurement procedures do not provide any special arrangements to
facilitate the participation of informal sector enterprises. If
a ratio of these bids were allocated to the sector enterprises that

would be a stimulus.

The possibility of improving demand for products in the sector

could be in the areas of promoting subcontracting between formal
and informal sector enterprises. The structure of this demand
between the two sectors may not be perfect but could be useful

especially in some lines of industrial production.

IV. PROBLEMS AMD CONSTRAINTS TO THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE INFORMAL

SECTOR

Problems and constraints which adversely affect the
development and growth of the informal sector are multifaceted.
The major ones can be identified in the following ares: financial
and accessibility to institutional credit, working capital and
fixed capital, raw materials, management and marketing and
instability in the market demand, production and product quality,
unfavourable policy environment, low level of skills and skills
improvement opportunities, adverse fiscal policy towards the
informal sector and absence of institutional infrastructures and

technological adaptation.
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4 1 Absence of offjq^al policy ^pecifip to the

sector

Few countries have embarked upon a true policy of Promoting
informal sector enterprises in their real dimension. However,

sssr "i "bisi? aas&,2aJ.~jS|
pronouncements in official statements, official documents fail to
Kngufsh the differences between ^or^l^^^^B and
small-scale industries in general. As result of this failure, all
informal sector enterprises are lumped together with other small-
scale enterprises with the consequence that they are not directly
taraetedtor assistance. Thus though the official policy towards
smalf-scale enterprises includes the informal sector, in practice
toe activities of the institutions whose functions are intended to
influence the development of the sector somehow overlook the
informal sector enterprises.11

Nevertheless, a timid attempt is being made in a number of
countries for the formulation of a national policy in favour of the
development of the informal sector. However, these policies are
facing logistic, financial and appropriate manpower resources
constraints for their implementation. Considering that any
development policy has development input implications, the
development of informal sector enterprises should be a whole and
autonomous policy by itself with its own resources.

4 2 Ki>fc*ina-up nf an insi-^taittonaj framework as result of the
existence of an official policy for the SCCtOr

The formulation of a national policy for the i^1?
calls for an institutional mechanism to implement that policy on
behalf of Government. Most African countries have, some for the
last 15 years, others recently, set up support structures
generally through national offices, autonomous or attached to the
Ministry of Industry, to promote handicraft small ■£■*£»■-££"
industry. Some countries like C6te d'lvoire, Cameroon, Mali,
Maroc, Niger, Rwanda, Senegal, Togo, Tunisia, Burkina Faso have set
up such institutional mechanisms as specific mechanisms with real
power, decision-making, coordination and implementation of
Government policy in the field. However, over the years some of
these institutions phased out for want of logistics and financial

support.

Overall, local personnel in charge of the promotion of
handicraft and small-scale industries has remained inadequate to
handle the responsibilities they are entrusted with. As stated
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earlier, their number is small and their limited resources do not
Slow them to meet the demand and be continuously .Present in the
field of operations. Moreover, the multiplicity of policy
intervening organs, the absence of interministerial consultation
and the dispersion of sectoral projects result in the government
intervention not being effective.

3.3 Absence t}ft a long term dey^lop»ent. strategy

Most of the time, national development plans remain not much
explicit of the objectives they intend to achieve when it comes to
informal sector and the resources they intend ^"^^"^
implement their informal sector policies. They do not d"*"1^"*
activities and problems within a given subsector and the many
aspects of other types of informal activities. The policy of the
informal sector is not conceived on a coherent and long term basis
As result, informal sector enterprises are weakly integrated in
sectoral policies, mainly in industrial, commercial and trade

policies.

in most African countries, policies for the development and
promotion of the informal sector are very often Pr°3erts-°a^ anj?
depend on external financing. These projects have recommended
measures to enhance handicraft development in the fields of
finance, commerce, tax, technology and professional organization.
As the financing of informal sector policies is j^*1* f*^±.?£
as it is limited in time, there is no guarantee m the continuity
and mastery of a truly development policy for informal sector. In
fact, experience has confirmed that sad reality.

4.4 Inadequate policies

(i) credit policies

In the formal sector, enterprises are practically excluded
from access to the modern lending system. The very far Positive
experiences were linked to ad hoc projects and IGO's and are
tra^en?ed and without general impact. Most of entrepreneurs
referred to the lack of capital to explain the difficulties in the
creation of their enterprises, in running them, expanding,
marketing, acquisition of raw materials and remaining in business.

The other serious difficulty encountered by informal fntreDiren?^f,
is non-access to a steady market and raw materials. A study
conducted by ILO on problems of the enterprises in selected capital
cities of some African countries gives an account of particular
problem mentioned by a % of entrepreneurs.
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Financial

problems a/

No. steady

markets

Other

problems

Banako

Nouakchott

57,3

11,3

Yaounde Kigali

31,4

includes: lack or investment funds, cost of equipment, cost. oi

Gove?nmentainstitutions, skilled labour, lack of space, etc

Source: Adapted from ILO, WEP 2-33/Doc.op.cit, Table 12.

Not operating in an appropriate legal, administrative and
institutional environment, entrepreneurs off the informa1 sector are
a risk to modern banking lending which institutional credit should
avoid in reducing the volume of lending or by increasing tne
interest rate. Informal sector enterprises do not meet the classic
terms of modern lending, i.e. a collateral or a solid co-
sponsor/guarantor. They also do not keep a proper bookkeeping and
a sound management. As result, small enterprises have all the
difficulties to secure loans from banks and other financial
institutions. Moreover, long term credit is even scarceor not
available at all. There is also no appropriate financial
institutions for informal sector activities.

Some countries have set up a guarantee fund or a participation
fund to promote small-scale enterprises and given them access to
bank lending. The guarantee fund is designed to enable small and
medium scale enterprises to have access to banking system, it being
a guarantee to the loans given by the banks to SHE'S. These funds
never fulfilled their mandate for want of adequate resources, high
running cost and the very limited participation of economic

operators for the benefit of which they have been established.

(ii) High taxation and licence fees

in most African countries, informal entrepreneurs pay a number
of taxes: licence fee, tax on profit, customs duties, value added
tax, market tax, tax on publicity and various municipal taxes.
This armada of fiscal practices compels informal sector
entrepreneurs to remain in the shadow. Informal entrepreneurs are
permanent objects of harassment by government and municipal tax

collectors. They are on permanent move to elude paying tax and
other charges. Experience has shown that the result of Government
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high taxation policy vis-a-vis the informal enterprises has
resulted in a progressive under-taxation of the big tax payers and
an overtaxation of less productive micro-enterprises.

In addition to being victims of high taxation policy of
government and municipalities, informal enterprises in^^f «"*•*:
totality cannot benefit from fiscal advantages provided by national
investment codes given their inability to mobilize the minimum
amount fixed for initial investment. They can not also benefit
from customs tax exemption on imported production equipment and
intermediate goods due to high level of down payment demanded by
importers and due to the minimum volume of order required.

Most regrettably, national investment codes in most African
countries provide more incentives to foreign firms and big
industrial establishments in terms of exemptions and subsidies. In
the long run, this policy is most likely to hinder the development
and expansion of indigenous industries.

(iii) Ruitabl

ii

through appropriate

policies of uri?an planning

Many informal sector operators face considerable insecurity
concerning their location. This naturally affects their business
adversely and compounds their problems. The exigencies of urban
development, town planning and the overall environmental policy
requirements compel informal sector establishments to be in
constant movement. This breaks up the relationship between supply
and demand. The informal sector has to be where the wage earners
and other customers are, i.e. in the city centre where it can
market its products and provide regular services.

4.5 Anness to markets, marketing and demand for products

(i) Access to markets

After capital constraint, lack of access to the market is the
second serious bottleneck on the way in the performance of informal
enterprises. The problem affects all products and services in all
branches of the sector. The issue here is not one of lack of
competitiveness but rather inability to enter a market in the face
of legal or conventional barriers. Such barriers manifest
themselves in terms of agreed upon or set out rules of operation,
in any government tender, an enterprise should possess a number of
heavy operational equipment, ski1led manpower, management
capability, proper bookkeeping, etc. For example, m building
sector, rigid building codes with respect to construction materials
and architectural designs, activities in health and food sector
from the outset exclude informal sector enterprises. The need to
maintain safety and health standards is given due cognisance but
often the barriers exhibit a form of prejudice against the informal
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sector. The solution requires a gradual overall upgrading of the
fnrormal sector to the level of performance of the modern sector.

(ii) Demand for informal Products

in view of the constraints so far enumerated and their
negative impact on the performance of the informal sector
enterprises, the inadequacy and the irregularity of the demand of
goods and services supplied by the informal sector are M]or
obstacles to their expansion. This difficulty resides mainly in
the low purchasing power of the population, but also in the nature

and quality of goods and services.

The fall in the purchasing power of the African populations
during the 1980's has affected adversely the demand for informal
products and services. The loss of purchasing power of the ma
majority has been more accentuated as result of the decline of
agricultural production following drought and other natural
calamities. All this coupled with the crisis in the manufacturing

i lff f bth public and P^^V??1*"*
calamities. All this coupled
sector and the ensuing layoff of both public and P^^V??
workers has made the demand for informal sector products fall and

the offer rise.

In order to improve the demand for informal products, some
countries have enacted legislation, soft enough to enable small
entrepreneurs to bid for public tenders. Others have reserved a
certain ceiling of amount in tenders exclusively to small
enterprises. A number of countries has gone further in dividing
public tenders into reasonable pieces with the exclusive objective
of making the tenders technically and financially accessible to
small and medium scale firms. However, notwithstanding individual
government policies efforts, it was observed that big tenders goto
bigger enterprises or to their subsidiaries. In some cases, the
share of small-scale enterprises has been diminishing.

4.6 Acquisition of raw Materials

The difficulty of acquiring raw materials and at what cost
varies from one country to another. The access to raw materials is
much easier and at reasonable cost for those enterprises in
countries where a relatively high level of industrialization has
taken place, countries such as Nigeria, Ghana, Cote d'lvoire,
Kenya, Zimbabwe, etc. In countries of the Sahel belt or
landlocked, supply of raw materials and their cost is much
irregular and costlier. Because of their financial weaknesses,
informal enterprises cannot stock raw materials. This naturally
results in frequent stoppages in the production process, with the

consequent loss of efficiency and markets.
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4.7 Technologic1 poliny development: and adaptation

Efforts have been made there and there in the countries to
aevelop indigenous technologies. These technologies generally of
small-scale level of production and intended to small-scale
production have not been subject of attention and application by
those responsible of economic policy and industrial application of

^results. Equally, the design °f»ew^nf°f™f ^market
services to diversify offer in order to meet local marKet
retirements was neglected. Several economic and technical
feasibility studies on new avenues that the local market can offer
to local resources have been undertaken in many countries. The
major difficulty of improving the technological level of inf?™^
enterprises liei in the practical fabrication and commercialisation

of R&D results.

Another reason for the poor level of technology application in
informal enterprises arise from the structural weaknesses of
national industrial sector in the countries. The industrial sector
inmost African countries is characterised by the virtual absence
of capital goods and engineering industries. This situation
reflects the structural deficiencies of local industries, the
absence of backward and forward intersectoral and "^a-sectoral
linkages. It affects adversely, as stated earlier, the integration
if the informal sector to modern sector as few Mistrial
enterprises are able to transfer their technologies to otherJ.ocal
enterprises. Thus, a serious obstacle is placed on the way to
industrial growth and emergence of industrial sector enterprises.

4.8 Trainingr skills upgrading and improvement of managerial
r-apfll-^ Titles

The majority of informal sector operators did not receive a
formal training in the field they are operating. However few ones
redeployed from closing public enterprises or laid off from Private
sector have adequate skills to run business. Others have learnt
on-the-job. Managerial capabilities are equally scarce resources
in the informal sector. The solution to the problems resides in
continuous professional training, imparting new technical know-how
and continuous upgrading of skills in the informal sector

enterprises.
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V- DEVELOPMENT AND INTEGRATION PERSPECTIVES OF THE INFORMAL

INDUSTRIAL SECTOR

The informal industrial sector is increasingly gaining more
solid ground in the industrial development of many African
countries in terms of growth, output and generation of employment.
This is particularly true in the countries south of the Sahara.
The growing and increasing importance of informal economic
activities, mainly in urban areas, in African countries, is due to
continuous economic crisis since the mid-1970's, a decline in rural
income and standard of living and in some countries a prolonged
drought which resulted in rural exodus. Furthermore, as result of
economic recession in the modern sector activities, particularly in
manufacturing and construction, a substantial number of industrial
establishments have closed down and laid off their skilled
personnel. Former workers of these establishments have established
themselves as entrepreneurs and set up their own enterprises in
metalworking, woodworking, shoemaking, masonry, etc. in informal
sector. These are skilled workers, middle level cadres and

technicians.

Generally speaking, informal sector industrial activities find
their roots in the low level of development of modern industrial
sector, the pressure in employment demand - the public, parapublic
and expatriate private sector being the major employers, -the
gradual increase of underdevelopment and intermittent
pauperization, demographic growth leading to a serious gap between
offer and demand of employment and youth of the active population.
The recent and ongoing layoff of public service employees as result
of the disengagement of the State from industrial manufacturing
activities, privatization and the decline of employment in the
private sector have coupled with the above factors to boost
informal sector development.

As the end of the economic and financial crisis which has
afflicted nearly all African countries, is not yet sight, the
informal sector is having a fertile ground for further development.
The inability of public authorities to increase investment in
industries, the weakness of indigenous private sector to take over
from the public sector and the unwillingness of foreign firms to
invest substantially in Africa, make it the more certain, that the
informal sector has good perspectives for development and
particularly if the industrial development policies and strategies

of African countries are made responsive.

5.1 Linkages and flow of interrelationships between formal

and informal industrial sectors

Available statistical data show an intensity of linkages
between the informal and formal sector enterprises. The,flow of
exchange between modern sector and informal enterprises is quite
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substantial. It is estimated that about 80 percent of factor
inputs utilized by the informal sector are purchased in the modern
sector most of which is equipment and raw materials. This is
particularly true for metalworking enterprises. In addition to
direct supply from modern sector, informal industrial enterprises
secure their factor inputs from scrap products and/or through
import handled almost wholly by the modern sector.

It has to be underlined that linkages between formal and
informal sectors are very important as mechanisms for transmitting
resources in terms of capital, market, technology/machinery, know-
how, skills from one sector to another. These linkages are vital
for the development and continuous growth of informal sector

enterprises.

There are three possible linkages between the formal and
informal sectors in terms of supply of inputs. The flowr in
acquisition of machinery, spare parts, raw materials and other-
factor inputs such as supply credit from the formal to the informal
sector are seen as backward linkage from the point of view of the
informal sector. Forward linkage occur in the case of the use of
an informal sector product as input by the fonal sector or as a
consumer good. The reality of interrelationship between the formal
and informal sector shows that there is more intensity in forward

linkages.

5_2 Resources transfer between the formal and—informal

sectors

(i) Informal sector as source of liquid cani tal to the
^f1 sector

As stated in selected country reports, the informal sector
enterprises by virtue of their informal nature and non-legalized
existence have no access to formal lending. More than 98 percent
of starting capital of most enterprises came from personal sayings
of the entrepreneurs or assistance from relatives or saving clubs.
A very insignificant proportion of informal entrepreneurs obtained
capital from banks or other financial institutions to start
business. However, former employees of the formal sector
organisations and enterprises entertain backward business relations
with the formal sector through supply credit and special sales

arrangements.

(ii) Formal sector as source of machinery/tools equipment

The informal sector being an offshoot of the modern sector, as
it is obvious that the latter is the main supplier of production
equipment to the former. The bulk of forward linkages between the
two sectors is to be found in the supply of development inputs by
the modern sector to the informal one.
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(iii) Formal sector as source of market

In the backward and forward linkages between the informal and
formal enterprises, the informal sector is more a market to formal
sector as a developing economy is to an industrialized economy.
The modern enterprises buy very little from informal sector
enterprises. However, in recent years as result of downturn and
decline of manufacturing output, a timid purchase by Government
institutions and intergovernmental organizations from informal

enterprises is being observed. These include mostly educational
institutions and relief assistance and development agencies. The
almost one way traffic between the formal and informal sectors
needs to be reversed and balanced in order to enhance the growth of

the informal sector.

(iv) Technology transfer to the informal sector

It is well known that production machinery and eguipment
embody technology. The transfer of technology and skills between
the two sectors takes place either through the supply of machinery
or the movement of skilled workers, middle level cadres and
technicians in the informal sector. The answer to retrenchment
from the modern industrial sector by laid off workers has been to
set up their own firms. This way, they pass on their acquired
know-how and skills to apprentices and unskilled labour. This
process is important in increasing and diversifying the skill level
as well as the modes of production of the two sectors throughout a
national economy. The transfer of technology and skills between
the formal and informal sectors should be seen on a favourable
ground and should be encouraged through official government policy
and schemes. At the end the national economy would be the
beneficiary and national development increasingly enhanced.

In the formulation of new policies, strategies and priorities,
African governments should endeavour to venture in the development
of industries lending themselves to the acquisition of industrial
technology and know-how such as metallurgy, engineering industries,
electronics and electricity. These industries can supply a
diversity of products and embody a large range of technologies from
relatively simple ones, mainly some improved local technologies of
the informal sector to highly sophisticated technologies. These
are industries utilizing a great number of engineers (available in
many countries or who can be trained locally), some of middle level
skills and who could be supplied by the informal sector. The
strengthening of experiences and technical skills by the
establishment of such industries is indispensable to the promotion
of the informal sector in view of the positive mtersectoral
relations that promotion can engender and the gradual consolidation
of the national industrial fabric which may result.
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Such a strengthening should be based on a firm determination
to intensify intersectoral exchanges between industry and informal
sector in the key areas of building and construction, various

repairs and maintenance activities, recycling and assembly, the
production of small equipment, intermediate goods and raw materials
in such a way that some small-scale industries continue to grow to
be replaced at a given time by other nascent industries much more

productive.

5.3 integration perspectives into Modern sector and measures

fro upgrade informal enterprises

The informal sector in general and the informal industrial
enterprises in particular have shown over years a degree of steady
growth and resilience to internal and external economic shocks.
Paradoxally enough, experience has shown that the informal sector
has performed much better during economic crisis. The sector has
become more dynamic than the modern sector in many aspects. It has
to be reckoned with in any future development policies in African
countries. Its development potential is high in contributing to
qualitative structural changes and promoting entrepreneurial

capabilities.

The integration of the informal sector in the process of
socio-economic development of African countries is to be achieved
by a deliberate and vigorous reorientation of development
strategies and the enactment of new policies capable of provoking
structural changes necessary in reversing of the disastrous
situation of the 1980s. The new policies and strategies should
aim, before everything, at creating a network of productive and
efficient small-scale enterprises whose primary objectives will be
the satisfaction of a greater share of domestic markets, a
substantial contribution to employment generation and a better and
more equitable distribution of national income. The achievement of
such a mission for national small enterprises would call for
profound modifications of the institutional framework, the legal
and present economic environment, the exploitation of all

potentialities in the areas and access to more production factor
inputs. These are prerequisite to the enlargement of outlets for

local small enterprises.

(i) Growth in the demqnfl of informal sector produces

Already, informal sector products meet a large share of
domestic demand in many African countries. The majority of African
urban and rural population are the consumers and beneficiaries of
the informal sector cheaper goods. The growth in demand of the
informal sector products is likely to raise steadily along with the
rise of living standard of the rural majority. The reorientation
in demand of public consumption in favour of informal products will
equally enhance the growth in demand for informal sector goods.
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in the first instance, the rise in the standard of living of
rural population which are the majority in all African countries
will be achieved thanks to a better and higher performance of the
agricultural, livestock and fishery subsectors in terms of output,
productivity, diversification and industrial transformation. That
objective can be realized by the introduction of appropriate
policies geared to increase productivity, the modernization of
production systems through the establishment of backward and
forward industries (agricultural machinery and equipment,
fertilizers, pesticides, irrigation equipment, storage facilities,
III ) insupport to the agricultural sector. The rise in living
standard of the rural majority and the increase in rural demandfor
informal goods passes through adequate remunerative prices systems
of agricultural produce in order to bring in the modern market
economy the "dormant" rural majority. The search for a highly
performing agriculture and therefore the rise in living standard of
rural population should be a constant feature of African
governments policies as it has multifaceted and multiplier effects
on economic and social development of a country Ahigher
performing agriculture, a better rural income and life will have
the combining effects of enabling small-scale entrepreneurs to find
additional markets in rural areas either in production, maintenance
and repair of agricultural tools and implements, or in sunset and
sunrisS activities situated backward and forward to agricultural
cycle, either thanks to unsatisfied demand in consumer durable
products of households or throughout the needs to improve habitat
and socio-economic infrastructures. A sustained and strengthened
demand of informal sector products in rural areas thanks to a
hiqher living standard would contribute to drastically reducing
rural exodus and increase the availability of raw materials and a
better supply to urban artisans•

Secondly, any development policy geared to reorient final
demand towards informal sector would result into a more equitable
distribution of national income by generating more employment
opportunities. The possibility of achieving a better social income
distribution can be widely enhanced as the informal sector produces
all kinds of goods and services which the State could purchase from
the sector. Most unfortunately, the informal sector being a late
comer for public tenders, the possibilities of exploiting its
potential are often overlooked due partly to its non structured
nature and partly to conservative administrative habits and
bureaucratic mentality in the civil service. One way of
integrating the informal sector in the modern economic stream is to
split public procurement tenders in small batches in order to make
them more accessible to small enterprises. The other way is to
gradually reduce the monopoly of the modern sector and enact
policies which favour small entrepreneurs or enable them to compete
on more promotional terms. This would entail structural changes in
government procurement policies and in affiliated public

institutions and parastatals.
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The informal sector enterprises which could easily supply
qoods at a better cost to the State are building and construction
enterprises, clothing and wearing industries, furniture making
establishments, metalworking, repair and maintenance enterprises.
An effective reorientation of Government procurement towards the
production of small enterprises would not only contribute to
increased demand for informal sector products and make the
production more stable, but would also play a crucial role in the
creation and growth of many and more informal sector enterprises.

Thirdly efforts aimed at saving foreign exchange for
productive investment and developing local production to reduce
dependence on imports with a view to internalizing development
process have encountered resistance from "sophisticated" urban
consumers in most African countries. That attitudinal barrier
should be deliberately fought through the improvement of the
quality and diversification of informal sector goods. Otherwise,
industrial progress in Africa would be seriously affected. In
fact, if import substitution policies implemented by African
countries during the 1960's and 1970's have failed to bring about
an industrial take-off as it was the case in Asian and Latino-
American countries, this attitudinal barrier to locally
manufactured goods is to be partially blamed.

There is an urgent need for change of industrial policies and
strategies in most African countries. The new industrial
strategies should aim mainly at modifying final production and
production structures taking into consideration domestic market
size and subregional cooperation potential, the availability of
local resources, the nature of domestic demand and intersectoral
relationships. In that rethinking and restructuring exercise, the
informal sector seen as a reservoir of entrepreneurial
capabilities, would have an important role to play. In other
words, the whole issue of integrating the informal sector is to
upgrade it technically and managerially and bring it at par with

the modern industrial sector in all aspects.

(ii) Potential for integration through specialization
subcontracting

Another potential way of integrating the informal sector in
modern economic stream is through specialization, i.e. sub
contracting and division of labour in production. The basic
argument for specialization of production is to take advantage of
economics of scale. But experience has shown that scale economies
are not necessarily realized through large-scale undertaking, but
rather through specialization. There are other reasons to divide
production into different enterprises to achieve cost
effectiveness. Firstly, it can be advantageous for a firm, both
for market and technical reasons, to separate a sub-product if the
optional size of production of the sub-product is much larger than
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the firm's own demand for it. Secondly, it may be easier for
financial reasons to expand production if the less profitable parts
of a production are subcontracted to other enterprises. Thirdly,
by spreading production to smaller enterprises, a company may be
able to locate the different parts of the production where their
production factors are best or cheapest. Fourth, it will often be
advantageous for a larger capital-intensive firm to hand over
cyclical, seasonal or other peaks in the production to other firms
in order to utilize its own production capacity more smoothly and
spread the risk of over-expansion from itself to other firms. At
the end, the above policies will result in a gradual and increased
integration of small-scale enterprises into modern production

process.

5.4 The creation of a new institutional anS

The promotion of the informal sector and its integration in
the economy of African countries through the demand and
intensification of relations between the modern and traditional
sectors call for the establishment of specific institutions
designed to implement official policies on the matter and to
coordinate various assistance structures to the sector.

(i) Need for appropriate planning ajQd technological

assistance structures

The new institutional framework should include, inter alia,
all structures required for the realization of the mandate and role
given to the informal sector in the new development policies,
strategies and priorities. The structures should be decentralized
and flexible in terms of policy formulation, planning, programmes

and projects coordination, assessment of policies of promotion and
protection of small enterprises and capable of strengthening the
knowledge of the informal sector. Such structures should be
strengthened by technological assistance, services to small
enterprises in terms of assistance in technology import,
acquisition, adaptation and development. New institutions specific
to the needs and problems of informal industrial enterprises are

necessary to the success of the new policies of promotion and

integration of the informal sector.

(ii) Need for specific training and sKJJ-lg upgrading

structures

The inadequacy of technical qualifications and managerial
capabilities is the root cause to many problems of informal sector
enterprises and mainly the inefficient utilization of available
resources. The first objective in the promotion of the informal
sector should be the increase in its production capacities by a
better use of labour and capital. There is therefore a need to
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improve the skills of the small producer and assist him in making
the best use of production tools and equipment. This can be
achieved through informal training structures, innovative
experiences and schemes capable of transmitting knowledge and know-
how in line with indigenous technological culture. Any action in
the field of apprenticeship and technical upgrading should be based
on local skills and transmission methods. The whole idea is to
stimulate the participation of artisans in exchange of experiences
with a view to finding solutions by the small entrepreneurs

themselves to their own problems, mobilizing available local
resources and building self-reliance.

(iii) Need for more appropriate financial assistance structures

The impeding factor in the widespread establishment, growth
and expansion of informal sector enterprises in terms of capital
efficiency, acquisition and adaptation of technology, productivity
and managerial skills remains the absence of specific and
appropriate financial schemes to cater for the specific nature of
informal industrial enterprises. The assistance to be given to
informal sector enterprises on the matter should be geared to the
improvement of productivity of existing equipment and then to
facilitate the acquisition of cheaper, new or additional production
equipment. In this framework, a financial assistance better
adapted to the requirement of informal enterprises and channelled
through new mechanisms of credit lending and provision of services
would enable to create a climate of confidence between banks and
small enterprises. The new mechanisms should lead to changes in
the present conservative attitude of banks and the confidence
building for of a truly development policy instead of a policy of
commercial credit.

VI- CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

6.1 Cpnclusions

The informal sector industrial enterprises have a high
potential for growth provided that a number of policy decisions and
incentives are provided to them. They have shown a great deal of
resilience during serious economic crisis. Hence, many of them

have prospered at critical time.

The informal sector provides the bulk of urban employment in
most African countries. The percentage of informal sector

employment ranges on average between 15 to 20 percent in African
countries. Employment in the sector is likely to grow in view of
the State disengagement from industrial activities, the
privatization process and the ensuing layoff of civil servants and
private sector employees. Furthermore, the reduced ability of
Governments and indigenous private sector to invest substantially
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in development projects is likely to enhance the role of informal
sector as steady provider of employment.

The contribution of the sector to GDP although modest in some
countries has reached or even exceed 20 percent share in some of
them. The ratio is nevertheless substantial for all African
countries. It is most likely to grow subject to appropriate
policies and strategies from Government and promotional and

technical assistance agencies.

Incomes in the sector lag behind the ones in the formal
sector. This is partly because of labour and a significant ratio
of employees, who are on apprenticeship status and hence paid low
wages or pocket money. This is also because informal sector
enterprises have not yet reached the level of financial strength to
enable them to comply with national labour regulations on salaries

scale and other fringe benefits.

Informal sector firms are mostly one-man firms, with the
entrepreneur as the sole owner and manager. There exists few cases
of joint ventures. Family labour and apprentices comprise the
other component of the typical informal sector firms.

Enterprises in the informal sector make use of simple and
easily operational production machinery, tools and equipment. The
technology involved in their operations is at par with technical
skills levels available in the sector. The entrepreneurs with
sound technical background, graduates from polytechnic and
technical professional schools are gradually bringing in more
complex technology very much similar to that found in formal

sector.

The informal sector's linkages with the formal sector are weak
and limited. At present, they are mainly one way trade, from the
formal to the informal. There are, however, limited cases of
reverse trends. The absence of indigenous modern metallurgy,
engineering industries and other similar industries explain the
poor linkages between the formal and informal sector. The latter
could have established forward industries getting their supply from
within instead from imports. The modern sector of African
economies being heavily dependent from imported factor inputs, i.e
investment capital, technology, technical assistance and managerial
capacity does not lend itself to links and desired relationships

with the traditional sector.

The informal sector as a self-established reservoir of
entrepreneurial capabilities has contributed to the development of
entrepreneurship in many African countries by providing training
ground and opportunities for potential entrepreneurs. Apart from
individual self-made and gifted entrepreneurs and those who made it
by trial and error, trained people from large foreign firms, and
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persons from the public sector including political officials and
managers of State-owned enterprises have come to increase the
number of informal sector entrepreneurs. Together, they constitute
the indigenous private sector. Entrepreneurship has been the
crucially "missing factor" in African countries economic and
industrial development policies. An enabling environment to be
created by official policy is an essential factor for the
development of entrepreneurship.

Governments policies in the direction of the informal sector
continue to be fully inadequate and therefore undermining the
overall national development process and objectives. Most
countries have not yet grasped the importance of the sector and the
role it can play in terms of employment generation, skixis
development, income distribution, technology and entrepreneurship
development. In those countries which have come to terms with the
reality of the informal sector, resources constraints have hampered
official policy implementation, thus leading to minimization of the

benefit of the sector.

6.2 Recommendations pnd measures ef—assistance—£g—£fcg

informal sector

(i) Enacting clear off j<"-ja1 policies bv governments in favour

ttf th? informal sector

The attitude of most African governments to the informal
sector is one of ambivalence. On one side, they give the sector
the merit of generating employment and meeting basic needs and
contributing to national development objectives and on the other
side, the sector is subjected to harassment, i.e. eviction, high
taxation, etc. In most cases governments have been reluctant to
implement loan measures to favour the informal sector or even put
it at par with the modern sector. Overall, the present policies of
governments are anti-informal sector, even where an attempt is made
to formulate policy for the informal enterprises the implementation

has either been lacking or totally non-existent.

It is the responsibility of government, as it was the case in
other developing countries, to create an enabling environment by:

(a) enacting a clear policy for the development, growth and

expansion of informal sector,

(b) mobilizing all necessary inputs to implement that policy;

(c) allocating physical facilities to informal sector
enterprises in order for them to settle down and not to be
subjected to harassment and eviction;
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(d) constructing physical facilities, i.e. industrial estates

and sheds to bringing in entrepreneurs for common repair and

maintenance facilities;

(e) easing tax pressure on already financially weak informal
sector enterprises and introducing a development-oriented tax;

(f) granting informal sector enterprises entitlement to duty-

free importation of capital goods and raw materials for production
purpose and other concessionary treatments;

(g) increasing public expenditure in the direction of the

informal sector enterprises, etc.

(ii) Provision of financial assistance

Financing is required at all stages in setting up a business,
i.e. acquisition of land, renting a premise, purchasing production
equipment, running cost, expansion, etc. Finance is therefore one
of the major factor inputs in any economic development activity.
In view of the fact that informal sector enterprises are
practically excluded from access to modern banking and other
finance lending institutions, it is again the duty of the
government, government-affiliated credit institutions and the
informal enterprises themselves to device ways, means and schemes
to mobilize financial resources to the informal sector. A number
of possible schemes are suggested below for the consideration of
policy-makers. These include government to:

(a) set up financial/loan facility (credit/loan institution,
financial agency, etc.) to cater for the specific needs of informal

sector enterprises;

(b) to revive the loan guarantee scheme formula whereby

government stands as a guarantor for loans given to informal
enterprises by the banking system;

(c) to revive and revamp participation fund scheme;

(d) to assist informal enterprises to acquire more production
equipment through soft loans and exemption on payment of customs

duties, etc.

(iii) Provision of technical assistance

Making financial resources available to informal sector

enterprises does not entirely solve their problems. Lack of
adequate technical, managerial and entrepreneurial skills being
characteristics to the enterprises of the sector; there is a
pressing need to provide training facilities in existing vocational
training institutes or centres or those to be created. The
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imparting of technical training should aim at improving the
operation of production machinery and quality of informal sector
products. The training should address the upgrading of
administrative capabilities of managers and all other staff
throughout the (masters artisans, apprentices). It might not be
necessary to set up special training centres. A mobile team
attached to the ministry of industry, or assembled from various
technical institutions could undertake to play the role.

(iv) Introduction of appropriate technology

introduction of appropriate technology to improve products
quality is imperative if the informal sector is to break away from
what could become over time a low-productivity trap. Over the long
run this would increase the capital-intensity of the sector. This
factor is inevitable and would happen in any case as factor
proportions in the country change with the development. such
possibilities exist for technologies intermediate between those
used in the informal sector and those in the formal sector to be
transferred to the former. In addition, the technical and
technological upgrading of the informal sector to modern status
would require an intensive R & D for the development and
commercialization of indigenous technologies.

(v) Access to government markets

The informal sector enterprises cater for the rural majority
and the low-income urban groups. Over the last fifteen years rural
income has sharply declined and urban income dwindled. This has
naturally affected the demand for informal products. In order to
remedy the situation, a revision of public sector procurement
policy should be undertaken in order to facilitate the
participation of informal enterprises and thus to improve the
demand for their products. In short, the government should
consider splitting public orders into small batches so that they
are accessible to the sector enterprises and can be shared by
several informal sector enterprises. The proposal should apply to
parastatals and other government affiliated agencies and

institutions.

(vi) Self-help measures from operators or mutual aid business
organisations

The problems and constraints faced by informal sector

enterprises and entrepreneurs are numerous to be handled by a
government apex body alone. The small operators should initiate
action to come together to aid themselves to complement any help
from the formal sector and benefit from government policies
designed for them. Collective difficulties should be resolved
through collective solutions. The creation of mutual aid business
organisations by informal entrepreneurs themselves is a positive
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and 4-«^n^nl t-.-rainina and advice,

sector enterprises by the State
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organisations and financial s^1"^ t eoreneurs. Based on

(vii) "^^ ^Q^- a" iTfjpTempntat.ion body
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I. INTRODUCTIOH

This summary report presents the results e
and short mission to Botswana which gathered
ai _ j. ~* 4-v.« inrtiiflt.rial Sector. J

inro

scafe enterprises" are used interchangeably.

wnile the economic growth and £?%££%£,£\£T-
healthy in Botswana in the 1980s (11 to ij P contribution of
1986 and higher after that) mainly b^*^0^^ in the 1990s
ii t this rate of ^«^i,W^> i t the

1986 and higher a ^^^^ in the 1990s
mining aector. this rate of ^«^i,W^> growing at the
and beyond. The rate of ^"^T^ion wixn population
rate of 12 percent a year *"* with Bo^«na £ / unemployment is
growth rate of nearly 3.5 P^entit^ estimated that up to 50

-s:

measures to enable the sector
economic development of Botswana

j£!Sr^^i!:srS2ssia
structure of employment, ■«•«**"■- The seltor to traditional

S3

the African region.
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II. MAIH CHARACTERISTICS

p^finition

complex businesl enterprises on the upper end

General overview

sz^jsrss %
both urban and rural areas.

The majority of Botswana micro and s-11-scale enterprises are
home based. The estimated ratio is ^percent »£

followed by 9 percent in shops. ^^J*^68 "SSSSt or semi
manufacturing SSE enterprises -^Tndfstriar^ctor would be
permanent structures. a rew in u wnole a large number of

to market their produces

I Structure

The manufacturing component of the.micro and

^ in t°he r^al fr^as than i* the urban
areas in this sector.
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Table 1

Sectoral Distribution of MSEs
Botswana, 1992

Sector

Manufacturing Total .
Food, Beverage, Tobacco Production

Textile, Wearing Apparel and Leather
Wood and Wood Processing
Non-Metallic Mineral Processing

Fabricated Metal Production

Other Manufacturing

The majority of Botswana micro and small-scale

operated by proprietor* ^^J^is ia Wa bo i"n urban
proprietors operate their ^e^ises^na^^ ^ ^^

areas than in the rural areas^ ^n ^-.mm_ Tne average size of

enterprises the

average for the

=====

Urban

Areas

35

9

6

0

1

0

1

.4%

.1%

.0

.8

.9%

.6%

.6%

Rural

Areas

44.1%

16.7%

10.0%

1.4%

1.1%

0.7%

0.8%

Total

41

14

8.

1.

1.

0.

1.

ts-=st

.1%

.3%

8%

2%

4%

7%

0%

sector.

Table 2

Labour Force Composition in MSEs

Botswana, 1992

Worker

Type

Proprietors

Unpaid Family

Hired

Trainees

Avg.Nbr

perMSE

1.0

0.2

0.5

% of

Total

55.3%

14.0%

29.5%

1.1%

Avg. Nbr

perMSE

1.0

0.2

0.6

0.1

% of

Total

50.8%

8.4%

33.6%

7.2%

Avg. Nbr

perMSE

1.0

0.2

0.6

0.1

%of

Total

52.2%

10.1%

32.4%

5.4%
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^^__ ^ their own

enterprises.

and

generally low. For all inx™x j^^^i; ^""percent had
proprieters had no educ^1°n m*oat* "levels are even lower for
completed only primary school

females.

Trends
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Table 3

Average Annual Growth Rate in Employment

Bv Sector and Stratum, Botswana, 1992

Sector

Manufacturing Total

Food, Beverage, Tobacco Production

Textile, Wearing Apparel and Leather

Wood and Wood Processing

Non-Metallic Mineral Processing

Fabricated Metal Production

Other Manufacturing

i

Construction

Trade Total

—i " -

Transportation
_

Finance, Real Estate, and Business

Services

TOTAL, ALL SECTORS

* No ot observations fouru

% of

Firms

Run by

Women

Urban

Areas

Rural

Areas

0.0% 50.9%

79.2% 10.4% 3.6%

Total

74.9%

91.2%

80.6%

45.8%

3.2%

30.4%

9.7%

11.4%

1.8%

8.8%

81.2%

16.0%

1.6%

4.6%

10.2%

5,7%

28.1%

0.0%

0.5%

1.0%

5.8%

10.5%

5.0%

24.1%

12.1%

7.3%

0.3%

5.2%

50.9%

™

5.6%

16.4%

57.3%

55.8%

75.7%

4.4%
>^_—————M

■ -0.5%

12.3%
_—_^———

, 10.2%

26.6%
I. ' -

15.5%
— —

3.2%
-" ~

6.7%

9.7%
j —

2.4%

\ "
8.5%

4-

1 7.8%
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Most of what is produced by ^^J^l^
sold directly to the consumers. A faction isn r

other firms. Those fir?s."lthndf°Xtain higher employment
enterprises tend to 9r°V = Jhir£ sold to consumer grow at an
levels. on the average l^^^^o^d-xinked firms have
annual average rate of 7.5 perce«t_wnii addition, the
been growing at 24.6 percent in rec^t ye ^^^

average number of workers in.forms which sell dire y wxitBra
as compared to forward-linked firms

respectively.

With regard to backward linkages^ to

small percentage of proprietors ?gjg£ TT thfs aspect

rf 'fiiLrsKs ^HS
For

p

sources are u

South Africa.

ss
wood based enterprises

III. PROBLEMS AND CONSTRAINTS

Either from sympathy or from ambiguity i»

a

enterprises at

equally true that no spec
such, unfortunately even the

policies for small
f problems in
^ "of informal

blen hardly attracted their attention.

Problems and constraints £- *he
throughout their lifet »e an a.=cww
gender ownership. In the table 4 Pe^0

££9 the result of
d currently throws

identified problems.
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Table 4

Perceived Problems of MSEs
Botswana, 1992

Currently
Start-up

23.5%

23.5%

19.1%

7.4%

4.4%

5.9%

9%

53.2%

17.3%

6%

Finance

Market Problems

Inputs

Transport

Labour

Miscellaneous

Tools/Machinery

Shop/Rental Space

Utilities

Technical

Government Policy

whole
did not

licensing was a constraint.

it ,ro«h ,«,. boll, fin.nci»?

s
enterprises

assumed a higher ratio of concern.

performance ^f^
getting credit is still
proprietors have never

received credit they did so fr°»R
higher costs than the bank rates

genius! ^taCe "^ST ^^

Or general

percent thought

? majority of these
credit. For the few who

and relatives as usually

a^e^equally unaware of
are |q^tswana are very

sector many
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sarss
tools and machinery

population strata

sx

IV CONCLUSIONS

I» increasing number of gn^j-tj-^jll levels^ ^expected
not to secure employment in the £^™ ^^ outlet. The sector

well.

in spite of the problems Prevalent in ^~*^to|W_ „
seem to have unorthodox ways ^"so^e however many areas which

informal sector profile
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(Forth Coming Report) 1992.
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I - INTRODUCTION

«n«e-i™ I report presents the results of a desk research and short
mission to Tanzania which gathered information on the informal
component of the industrial Sector. In this report the expression

anfsSi-^rin^sS!Cally intSrCh«""**<— ^ meL micr'o
* ^JH economic crisis which dominated the 1980's brought about
wi?n!^naVeVel.°f Under utili*ation of industrial capacity and
witnessed a tremendous growth of informal sector activities The
informal sector came to dominate much of day-to-day survival for
thousands and provided products which otherwise would have had to
be foregone.

ambi?uities continue in definition of the sector,
I^fnf^T sPeakxn5, . nearlv all are aware and understood the
essential characteristics of the sector; its problems and
prospects, discussed in this report, it, however, remains just as
unclear as to whether this sector deserves the attention it is
getting or not in the informal sector merely an incubator for the
^enterprises required and ente^Prises with capacity to produce
at levels and volumes that make a difference. For the government
ot Tanzania the employment of many and including the school leavers

interest * "*3°r motivation and a strong basis for their

The objective of this country report on Tanzania is
essentially to provide a profile of the informal sector component
of the industrial sector, it presents the broad picture or profile
f^tSeCt°r- Ifc. ^cusses issues related to concept and

a,nh overview of the Tanzania industrial sector, the
f^™ the informal sector trends and linkages with rest of

The basic information provided in the report can be of use for
L^ani^g ^ s*ctor .on country level. It is however for the

a re-ppn-wide report on the informal sector that
^LnJSFP 1S ,being PrePared. The observations, and
recommendations could be of use to those making policy decisions
and programming measures for action for the region.

n- OVERVIEW OF THE INDUSTRIAL SECTOR

Tanzania manufacturing sector is mainly based on the
processing of local commodities and on import substitution

SSS^^ b i

^^^^
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Declaration in that year, the number of prarastatals increased from

ILJtX 1- m°re tl!an 410 in X988* A wide ran9e of controls and
regulations were introduced, giving preference to public
f^™™1?®^^™™"61* ownershiP in those enterprises has ranged
trom 20 to 100 percent.

Bank report on parastatals observed in their
over 54 percent of the activities of the

^ ^^ 184' ln a11 the *•«*;»?L t- u ^ sector registered negative annual growth
?nHn^fh^h - -indlcate that the sector was shrinking (de-
industnalization). Four major factors are held responsible for
™ ^H°Te devel°Praent-i There were too many parastatals and
very limited managerial skills to handle them efficiently. The

££?««? -htt been Pr°tected from domestic competition by
exclusive rights to operate in designated areas; and from
international competition by a wide range of instruments including
licensing, foreign exchange manipulations etc. The parastatals
operated in an environment that had no incentive schemes to
encourage efficient operations and the plants operated bv

ESS?^?*8 J^ere .tO° °f.ten caPital intensive characterized by
underutilization of capacity, largely dependent on imported inputs,
and too large for the managerial skills and capacitravailable

is no integration between industrial
composed. ^ effective industrialisation rather

inniJ^J? ^ industries sector the units of small industries
increased from 3,978 in 1988 to 4,893 in June of 1981. The output
°?1,1:he s.ma11 industries sector increased from shillings 602
millions in 1977 to 901 millions in 1980. Employment in the sector
increased from 52,000 employees in 1977 to 68,700 in 1980. This
performance was the result of implementation of small-scale
industrial projects with a total outlay of Shs. 808 million.

The Small Industrial Development Organisation (SIDO) which was
created in 1973 by Act of parliament to promote and provide
services to small industries in the country has managed to promote
and develop, 1228 industries in the rural areas. These industries
are largely engaged in the manufacture of such items as processinq
k -fo- ' Nothing and ready made garments, footwear, housing and
building materials, soap domestic utensils and household items, low
Sf! i ^u**1*?/ educi*tional equipments, general engineering and
metal fabrication and blacksmithing products, in addition, there
is a wide range of handicraft production by artisans throughout the
country. SIDO has provided assistance in their development and
through HANDICO efforts in a variety of aspects including
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marketing, training, financing have been made although not with
complete success.

With the introduction of the Economic Recovery Programm
measures since 1986, some positive changes have been recorded.
These include the making of foreign exchange available for
essential inputs for industry under the "Open General Licence" and
the "import support" scheme. Criteria were set for ranking
industries that needed preferential treatment such as those
producing essential commodities, net foreign exchange earners etc.
These policies have on the whole led to increased growth and
efficiency in performance of the sector.

While the changes described above in the medium and scale
industries were taking place compounded further by the general
economic crisis that hit all African countries other types of
adjustments were taking place. In particular the small-scale and
micro enterprises stepped in to meet various needs and this sector
often referred to as the informal sector has assumed greater
importance to deserve special focus and measures appropriate and
commensurate to its potentials.

III. STRUCTURE AND CHARACTERISTICS OF INFORMAL INDUSTRIAL SECTOR

3.1 Basic

Despite the popularity of the term 'informal sector', its
precise definition continues to elude policy makers and all persons
and agencies targeting practical assistance to the sector." Lack
of clarity in the definition of informal sector may not be a major
problems for the sector, but the ambiguities consequential to the
lack of precise definition has led wrong application of policies
and mis-application of measures to a target group.

For many in both government and outside government a wide
range of concepts and attitudes exist toward the informal sector.
Often the sector is seen as lacking in government support, no
statistics and data on it and often carrying out activities
contrary to government administrative regulations. Others see the
informal sectors and for many informal sector is seen as
exclusively as an urban phenomenon.

It is perhaps against this background that the small
industrial development organisation (SIDO) has adopted the use of
micro and small-scale enterprises as a more precise label for those
enterprises often meant when discussing informal sector in the
industrial areas. "

In their recent report, on Tanzania, ILO provided an
operational definition of informal sector as, basically made up of
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thf V^fvmicro-enterprises engaging around five workers whereby
££*,£££ usually owns and provides the initial means of
production; apprenticeship provides the main mode of training for
skill acquisition working conditions are poor with a Majority of
enterprises operating without basic infrastructural support such as

SSSoi^A1"0^01*7 and theref°" without relatively ad^ancel
lt™l iSif"' A ^rge Pr°P°rti°n of enterprises because of their
large numbers are beyond the enforcement of government regulation

on^iV^f -malunOt lay taxes or r«g^ter their businesses etc?
ler^Vn the sfct°r generally have low educational background
and therefore low levels of management skills and practices?

sector?6 Government of Tanzania is currently reexamining the

3-2 Role in the economy

critical ronif^alt.hin^USt^ial e"terPrises have an important and
critical role in the development of Tanzanian economy. They have

i»i£2ni-«BT* ,1Ca?t -llnkage With ^riculture by providingimplements tools, food processing equipments, while a large snarl
of the tools used by agriculture sector is either imported or

vearfadan^^ f°r"fX SeCt°r' the inforBal sector has^ver the
seal?ar fit!3 M°dern setTtor technologies to the production of
~Ti^*P * a1d- ^V6n ln sone cases Products that are more
££££?- 4. *■ ?OItlPet;tive. for the local conditions. it seeml
probable that in part agricultural production and productivity is
interlinked with these developments. y ls

™ true.that the industrial informal sector is less
Tanzanl.a .than in other African countries, it
^eS^ s^.n\tic^ *nd a fast expanding contribution
J***x industrial goods besides those serving the

Z MPvf°dUCtlOnU This c°"tribution is pronounced in thl
urban areas where a wide range of products are on the market
These products include processed food items, metal fabrication"
products etc' CeramlCS' han<iicrafts textile, leather and leather

r,r-o«==f!^h inc5easeLd urbanization Tanzania is faced with increased
pressure on demand for urban employment. The new jobs reauired

^™TLy^^ a£Va ,reSUlt Of rural to urban immigration, the youth
Z?llS?h00lS .W°men Wh° now must seek ^bs outside home to
1^,1 i he- under-employed formal establishment employ all
these forces point clearly to an import role to be played by the
informal sector and therefore the need to understand the sector il
appropriate policies and measures are to be taken in time.

3-3 Characteristics "f informal sector
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Based on the few enterprises visited and information gathered,
the micro enterprises making up what is generally meant by informal
sector, has specific characteristic features.

There is a wide range of enterprises many of which are run
using any available inputs some of which is by product of formal
enterprises, waste materials etc. On the whole the sector uses
mostly local inputs and its is basically dependent on indigenous
entrepreneurial capabilities.

The majority of the enterprises are not licensed nor
registered. Many are not licensed because the owners part of the
ownership but more because they find the process to be very
cumbersome, costly and even inconsequential to their interest. As
a result these enterprises normally do not pay taxes. The fact
that they are unlicensed and often do not pay taxes is the major
cause for friction with government agencies classifying the
enterprises, in informal sector enterprises often quickly change
their official status as soon as they are licensed but many
continue to display the characteristics of enterprises in the
informal sector.

The enterprises in the informal sector on average employ
around 5 people per unit. The bulk of them use handtools and very
limited use of modern machinery. They thus tend to be labour
intensive often using handtools often made among their enterprises.
The technology used is generally very simple based on traditional
skills. The technology levels however vary and though not
standardized can be sophisticated, adaptable to modern technologies
that may be relevant to that application.

The organization of the enterprises is usually very simple and
often around a dominant person with the skills and authority.
There are however, cases of cooperatives and other units under the
influence of SIDO non-governmental organization and which have
introduced elements of the formal sector. Thus some enterprises
are very comparable to modern sector enterprises except for the
scale of operation.

On the whole output per capital is lower than in the formal
sector. Raw material inputs are predominantly local and the
operations carried out in simple sheds and most often in the area
of habitation. The prices of goods are not government controlled
and where the producers are dispersed the prices can vary markedly.
Family labour is heavily utilized, sometimes without a specific
wage or even any wages. Sometimes family labour is complemented

with temporarily hired labour plus a few persons permanent
employees. Over 50 percent of the enterprises were established in
the last five years, often instable, the pressure of increasing
unemployment have compelled many new entrants to establish their
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own enterprises and some firms especially the successful one
graduate into formal sector-scale or medium-scale enterprises.

The most popular sector are wood based industries tailoring,
leather based industries, metal based and food based industries.
In one survey in Dar-es-Salaam these sectors were 29, 25 20, 18 and

7 percent respectively. On the average fixed capital was about
12,686 T.Shillings per unit, output per industry Tanzanian

Shillings 26,282, capital output per worker T. Sh. 6.364, output
per man T.Sh. 9.266. The wages were on the whole below minimum

government wages. Very few of the enterprises ever get loans and

those that do get inadequate amount to meet their needs. Often the
loans are given in kind and for a relatively short time.

The growth rates in both employment and output of the informal
sector is increasing at a fast rate both in the rural and urban
centres. On the average of over 10 percent of the youth in the
rural areas are engaged in non-farm activities and the trend is for
increased markets and demand for their outputs. In the urban
centres the rate is even faster. There are variations among
industrial subsectors but food based industries seem to have an
upper edge.

The informal sector has both forward and backward linkages
although not to a level whereby these linkages would ensure
integration of the formal and informal sectors. A deliberate
effort is being made in a limited number of situation to ensure
linkages are forged without which the integrated industrialization
process will be limited.

IV. PROBLEMS AND CONSTRAINTS

A wide range of problems and constraints afflict those trying
to operate enterprises in the informal sector. These range to
those of policy and institutional nature to those of basically a
practical nature.

4-1 Policy and institutional framework

As mention earlier, Tanzania has yet formulated a specific
policy for the informal sector. There are however policy
applications and regulation that are applied to the sector
enterprises.

The Licensing and Registration Act (1967) and Business Act
(1972) stipulates that business ventures with investments above
T.Shs 5 million in building and machinery must have industrial
licences and units with investment below Tsh. 5 millions, which
therefore would include informal sector enterprise and small-scale
enterprises must have certificate of registration. In addition the
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ventures

the micro enterprise! their contribution is somewhat "ted a

mmmmm
efforts male ^frustration to the would be

4.2 yrftr^ical, prnh1em£T an? constraints

limited access to banks and other institutional financial

issai
ru*Si?£3r|

the bank by the entrepreneurs and in turn from the banks

circumstances of this sector.

small enterprises lack suitable premises. This case

5USS£5^|f|
unmet for a long time because the available land ^^oo expensive
and city authority would rather lease it to formal enterprises wxrn

better paying bidders.
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Raw material procurement is unpredictable and too costly.
Without assistance for bulk purchase storage etc. for most
enterprises the situation is bad. End products from scrap have
very Sited capacity to be competitive to those products Pr°dUC**
from appropriate raw materials and using appropriate tools and

equipments.

In the areas of training much is called/or as the bulk of the
entrepreneurs in the sector have no or very little formal training.
?hey nelS basic concepts of technical skills such as book-keeping
or specialized type within these enterprises specialization.

V. MEASURES REQUIRED

The constraints faced by operators in the sector are »ultx-
varied but a large share of them have their origin in the policy
and institutional areas. These range from conditions of access to
official credit to total neglect of their needs as reflected in the
various inappropriate regulations and policies. It is tnus
necessary to create an enabling environment, supported by policy
measures which can lead to the realization of developing the

sector.

Measures that will lead to improved access to banking and
institutional finance, equipment and working capital, technical and
managerial skills and guaranteed premises should be top on the -List
of measures to support the sector. In addition ministries and
departments deal with the sector activities, should all be pursuing
a coordinated programme both clear complementarity in their roles,
in addition, all non-government bodies should be coordinated and
targeted in a well a orchestrated programme.

in the end adequate incentives for development of sector
should be formulated; assistance in delivery of inputs and
provision of basic infrastructure to promote quality outputs as
well as marketing the products should be strongly dealt with.

Finally the sight should not be lost of the basic goals of
developing the informal sector and its transformation into an

integral component of the total industrial sector with efficiently
run enterprises. The sectors role of developing entrepreneurial
talents and indigenized industrial capacities deserve all the
assistance as a basic component in transformation of the whole
industrial sector and the economy at large.

The informal sector has a major part to play in supplementing
the production of the formal sector and in providing employment and
in generating incomes for many and at different strata of
population. The sector therefore deserves all the assistance both
at policy and institutional levels and at practical levels to
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and affordable
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I. INTRODUCTION

wmmmm
objectives and measures called for.

The objective of this country-based report is essenVa3iy

MW1industrial sector and thereby the economy as a whole.

industrialization process.

II. OVERVIEW OF THE INDUSTRIAL SECTOR

The share of manufacturing in total Gross domestic Product_was

drop "^""significant inspite - — i«n™B-ems "' the
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performance of subsectors such as food beverage and tobacco, wood
and wood products and fabricated metal products.

reliable base for further growth of this sector.

i
?urn affected thl performance of the sector negatively.

™Q VMr-<* between 1974-1976 witnessed steady expansion of
Sana's j^trEftS/Linl, due to .astataX Xnvest^n:s in
import substitutions industries Thesyndustr^o^ .ndustrial

industrialisation.

The recovery and restructuring measures

privatization of most parastatals except fori ^
create opportunities for new enterprises alliances.

with the
ing local market, most existing industries need

wmmmmcountries within the context of PTA and SADCC to exploit

I National Commission for Development Planning: Economic
Report 1991. pp.49-50
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materials, common facility centre etc

III. STRUCTURE AND CHARACTERISTICS OF THE SECTOR

3.1

relevant policies and measures. IV*1^! SX or even
official circles whose concept: of the formal s«£t°r

^^^" ^^^^^w^ reffrfe^to^s^ S^OO^^n^c mean
dishonest!

fSIIIIill
scale industries Act.

investment in machinery and e^P^. optional funds working
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find themselves excluded from the ^^^^^^^^^^^taKen
other hand if capital investment in plant and machinery is taken
as*a"ryahrdttick forPdetermining the small scale **^™ifl£™^
Tnhihit the entrv of relatively more capital intensive industries
under the umbrella of small-scale sector. But definition based on
thilcri?erion require more frequent revision due to rise in prices
ofcapital goods Thus, in so far as administration is alive to
?LS for revising the definition from time to time and also to
the flct that it is capital and not labour which is scarce, it is
s^s?ed that all t^>es of manufacturing processing and servicing
units in Zambia may be categorised as under:

1. Village industries, handicrafts, handlooms with
'investment of 103,000 and below' on plant and equipment.

2. industrial units with investment K250,000 and below on
machinery and equipment may be considered as small-scale

units.

3. An Ancillary Unit will have capital investment in plant
and machinery not more than K350,000.

From the above definitions, number of persons eWloy**™*t
cost of land and Building and the working capital are excluded.

3.2 Pole in the Economy

The informal sector in Zambia, though not as devel^i*

technology acquisition and adaptation and
and credit provision.

Based on various testimonies, the contribution of the ^formal
sector as component, excluding agriculture may be between 15 to 20
percent Ind the industrial sector is much higher than the average
for the sector. The rate has been growing very fast especially
since the slow down of the operations of the formal sector
enterprises. The industrial subsector has a significant backward
and forward linkage with the formal sector especially in^purcha e

of raw materials and equipment (backward ^n^^' ^tordLilS
addition the wide range of products which are at prices affordable
by a population sector, which otherwise would have had to do

without.

The formal sector has for over a decade been unable to absorb
the labour force at its disposal. The unemployed, the youth and
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consequential on the well-being of the family dependent on this

sector.

The sector has played a significant role in training

sector of the population.

in addition to training, the sector has played a significant
role in the development of entrepreneurship. The entrepreneurs
with potentials go on to transform their enterprises into small-
rcale^nd6m^um Enterprise operators. . Along^ith■ •n^SE^E
developments has been the »blll»t^Jffi^vM^11 as
entrepreneurs themselves using their capital profitably as well as

borrowing from relatives and friends.

3-3 qftaT-aGterifr*"ics of t-?"» informal sector

From the eyes of government, it is only enterprises registered
bv the aSthorit^"that are legal. A wide range of enterprises are
thus subjectr to harassment !nd many spend much *■•«*««»
keeping out of official site. Those who register, for whatever
reasons often in the end find limited benefits in so doing. The
enterprises fn the informal sector are generally -^ -d
hence often refereed to as micro and small-scale enterprises.
ShSse with acclslto official assistance such as that provided for
an V?S or other non-governmental institutions, they maybegrouped
tether in an area with shades and common servic^^he^3°toqether in an area with shades and common
are however on their own with extremely poor conditions ot

rudimentary places of work.

The wages and salaries differ from unit to unit but often
below minimum wages. Family labour is common.

The industrial sector operators are generally better
remunerated than their colleagues in the sector and in some cases
better than their equivalents in formal sector employment.

The labour is often of lower qualification and management
eauallv low. The manager are often also with inadequate training.
The combined result of low educational background and ^adequacies
in management, make informal sector enterprises always susceptible

to dangers.

IV- PROBLEMS AND CONSTRAINTS
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4.1 Pnlicv and Tnstitiii-ional Framework

numerous pronouncements of the importance °* the micro

^^^

sector.

A number of institutions, including village industries

Institution not even those listed above, are fully equipped to
provide the necessary support services and even worse, if they do
not network their activities.

The large companies need to be encouraged through policies and
incentives that encourage them to support the small and micro
enterprises A wide range of possibilities exist including sub-
contracting etc.

in the broad areas of financial mobilization and ^edit a wide
range of policies and institutional support need to be instituted
to overcome the de dearth in funds to f^nd enterprxses a^that
level. innovative measures are called for and example of
successful response elsewhere can be exploited.

4.2 TTa1nlnq flTV* technrtncTY requirements

Human resource development is an essentia^1coniPo^c^ ^d
creation of capable pool of relevant managerial, technical and

parSarly among the youth women and men so as to increase their
numbers.

A large number of entrepreneurs face Probleffls inj3*16^9 "£
nrocessinct of plant, equipment and spare-parts and lack the
nectary skill and advice on equipment and product development.
?hele deficiencies have an effect on quality, competitiveness and
standards of services and products.
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The problems of technology acquisition is complicated further
by the lack of particularly foreign exchange to import foreign
technology. Local research results even when appropriate are
hardly disseminated among research centres let alone the potential
users. The cost of developing local technology and dissemination
of results is hardly budgeted for in the appropriate ministries and
relevant institutions although possibilities of networking between
specialized R&D institutions, SIDO VIS and SSIAZ is potentially

there.

4.3 Marketing and finance

Marketing remain a major constraint facing the sector The
micro and small-scale enterprises usually have ^"-tation in
identification of markets and promotion of their products. With
assured markets these enterprises can produce more and expand in
that product line and even diversify. The promotional services are
called for to carry out market surveys niches, targets and ability
to expand in new markets; improve in delivery and distribution
system; strategic marketing management and production capacity

expansion.

The informal sector operator is chronically faced with
expensive borrowing from small-scale money lenders. The operator
often must look for start-up venture capital without which he is
forced to under capitalize; he usually has no acceptable security,
low credibility, lack of track credit record, unfamiliarity to
borrowing procedures, poor management high administrative costs.

V- PROPOSED MEASURES

The contribution of micro and small-scale enterprises which
constitute the informal subsector of the industrial sector is
significant and growing. The potentials of this sector can only be
realized if all actors realize the full dimensions of the sector,
is needs and commit themselves in providing policies, institutions
and material support for its growth. The sector, while with its
peculiar characteristics, must be fully integrated in the national
economy as the ultimate goal. It therefore follows, that the
challenge exist is creating and enabling environment for its

growth.

Here below are some broad recommendations; those operating in
the Sector seem to desire; and which the authorities in Zambia
could consider and adopt as policies and measures for the sector.

5.1 industrial Policy Formulation
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5.1.1 A National Comprehensive and Coherent; Small
Rnsiness Development *SBm Policy be Developed and

Implemented

a. That the capacity of the Government be strengthened
by either creating a department of small business
within the Ministry of Commerce, Trade and
Industry, or strengthening the capacity of the
current small business unit at the Ministry.

b. That the institutional capacity and capability of
promotional agencies (SIDO' VIS) be strengthened
through effective funding and other support in
order to enable them.

i) Deliver effective and efficient support services to the

Small Business Sector.

ii) To develop an effective mechanism for monitoring and
implementing small business policies, strategies and

programmes.

c. Intensify research on small business activities and the
creating of a data base on the sector.

d. Improving the awareness of local authorities of problems

and potentials of the small business sector.

5.1.2 industrial and Business Extension Services

a. That SIDO should be the apex organisation.

b. That VIS and other NGO's should operate at the micro

enterprises level

c. That SIDO should network and co-ordinate with the VIS,
NGO'S and other related institutions in the provision of
support services to the sector.

* Areas identified for networking and co-ordinating range

from the supply of raw materials, training, extension
services, consulting, counselling, legal services,

project files development etc.

* In the short-run, in order to attain SIDO's objectives,
there is need to strengthen the organisation's regional
office networks, currently covering all the Provinces in
terms of human and material resources. In the long run,

there should be a move towards developing a District

network.
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5.1.3 Financing

a. That SIDO, VIS and NGO's should endeavour to source
funding (Local/Foreign) for onward lending to the
Small Business Sector. The Government should

support such efforts.

b. Commercial Banks be given incentives to lend to
small and medium enterprises e.g. tax rebates,

reduced tax on profits etc.

5.1.4 Industrial Estates and Common Facility Services

a. Local Government authorities and non-banking
financial institutions )e.g. ZNP, ZSIC, Super

annuation Fund, State Lottery etc.) which currently
only channel funds towards real estate development

should be encouraged to set-up Small Business
Industrial Estates for onward renting to the

sector.

b. The Government should provide incentives to the

private sector to attract their participation.

5.1.5 Sub-contractina and Government Purchase programme

a. There should be a deliberate government policy to

purchase a portion of its supplies from the small

business sector.

b. The government should provide incentives to large
industries which create sub-contractual

arrangements and ancillary relationship with the

small business sector.

5-2. Legal environment

5.2.1 A SID Act Amendment

That SID Act of 1981, should be amended to include the

following:

a. All forms of small business activities. Currently
the Act only take into account manufacturing

activities.

b. The definition of small business should be:
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i) Micro small business enterprise have capital
investments of up to K3 million

ii) small-scale business enterprises should have
capital investments of between K3-30 mxllion

iii) Medium-scale business should have capital
investments of K30-50 million.

* However, the definition should be subject to change
in line with the exchange rate f^tuative and
level of inflation. The SID ACT should make a
provision allowing SIDO to determine the definition
from time to time to avoid unnecessary bureaucratic

delay.

5.2.2 Fair Plav

in view of the delays associated with receiving Payments
from the customers of the sector, it is being ^commended
that the government enact a law which will compel
defaulters to pay interest on delayed payments.

5.2.3 j.jcensinq

The SIDO Certificate should be sufficient to enable a
small business entrepreneur to start «nd.°Pfra*i a
business. This facility should only run up to a period
of five (5) years, after which the entrepreneur will be
expected to meet and satisfy the necessary l^ensing
requirements. It is therefore proposed that the
requirement for compliance with the TRADE!U«» ACT
as currently contained in the SID Act prior to
registration with SIDO should be amended, and that the
SIDO registration should suffice.

5.2.4 Zoning

District authorities should democrats areas specifically
targeted for small businesses.

5.2.5 T™™ and ™?""+"-™ M»™*™» Act/Housing
and Improvement) frnfc- Factories Act

Should be amended to allow for micro enterprise ^^.^
not possess or pose a health or safety hazard to the
neighbourhood operates from residential areas•

5.2.6 Services
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District authorities, PTC, ZESCO and other related

to do so should result in payment of interest.

5.2.7 investment Act;

a. Local investors must be recognised as investors

under the Act.

h Possession of a SIDO Certificate should be
sufftclen? to obtain incentives provided under the
Act.

5.2.8 apprenticeship Act

Must be amended to include individuals currently omitted
on account of education and age.

5.2.9 ffira Purchase Act

The current Act provides only twenty-four (24) months
loan rlpa^aent period for machinery and equipment
supplied u^der the Act. Due to high cost.off machinery
^equipment and the inflationary •it«*i« B«""SS
most entrepreneurs are unable to repay their lojnswthin
a (2) vear period. it is proposed that the Act De
aminded^nd provide for five (5) years for manufacturing
enterprises.

5.3 Training

5 3 1 The Government should provide incentives ^f^S?
tax concessions etc. to encourage successful local
business/enterprises engage apprentices in their

establishments* as a way , of *^ld"* «£
facilitating non-formal training for potential

entrepreneurs.

5 3 2 Entrepreneurial development and production skills
training should be enhanced by:

a.
Strengthening the entrepreneurship development capacities
of promotional agencies (SIDO/VIS)

* Training of trainers .
* Training of entrepreneurs (Management/Technical

skills through courses, workshops, seminars, inter-
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firm comparison programmes, study tours, group-

action learning, business clinics etc.)

b. Strengthening the capacities of trade and vocational
institutions in the provision of productive skills for

potential entrepreneurs.

5.3.3 Promotional agencies should endeavour to use

successful entrepreneurs who may wish to share

their knowledge and skills with start-up

entrepreneurs as resource persons.

5.3.4 Establishment of small business development

advisory centres at all the Colleges and

Universities in order to provide advisory services

to the youth who may wish to embark upon se1f-

employment as an alternative, these may be done in

collaboration with the promotional agencies.

5.3.5 Organisations/Companies involves in retrenchment

programmes should, as a matter of policy,

incorporate in their retrenchment packages/schemes

a pre-retrenchment training programme and/or

financial assistance in liaison with the

promotional agencies and financial institutions

that would assist those affected successfully

initiate appropriate small businesses.

5.3.6 Incorporation of enterprise culture in the formal

educational system curriculum. To incorporate

also:

a. Change of focus of the educational/training systems

towards market-led product oriental skills.

b. Re-training and guidance of the youth towards business

and entrepreneurship.

5.3.7 Development of a national enterprise culture by:

a. Using the mass media to popularise what it means to start

and manage a successful own business enterprise,

b. Enhance the image and positive aspects and role the

entrepreneur plays in society and economic development.

5.7.8 SSIAZ, SIDO, and VIS to liaise with donor and local

business communities for acquisition of training

aids, equipment, materials and other facilities.
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5.4 Technology Requirements

5.4.1 Government should increase the budget allocation in

the Ministry of Commerce, Trade and Industry for

onward transmission to promotional agencies for the

purpose of research and development into small

business technology. Such funds will in turn be

transmitted to specialised institutions in R&D.

Currently, most entrepreneurs are unable to

effectively use the facilities and services of R&D

institutions due to the high cost of R&D.

5.4.2 Government should recognise the existence of local

technological innovations, and its potential. As a

promotional strategy, such technologies developed

need exposure to entrepreneurs by providing new

technology options through the provision of

information, and opportunities for direct contact

by means of study tours/missions, technology trade

fairs/exhibitions/shows, technical advisory

services and process demonstrations. Such

activities locally and internationally, should be

conducted through net-working between promotional

agencies, SSIAZ, and R&D institutions.

5.4.3 Promoting technology linkage and transfer from

large to small business through programmes such as

big brother schemes, patron programmes, and

ancillary relations.

5.4.4 To strengthen the operational capacity of the

technological and information data bank currently

under formation at SIDO.

5.4.5 Government should provide incentives to small

business undertaking in-house research and

development activities.

5.4.6 R&D institutions should:

a. Develop appropriate technologies and make

adaptations to imported technologies to suit local

conditions.

b. Identify the technology needs of small businesses.

5.4.7 Promotional agencies with the collaboration and

participation of R&D institutions should assist

entrepreneurs in training and capability building

in the management of technology, training in
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quality control and improvement, process control
and improvement, maintenance and management, plant
upgrading, equipment acquisition etc.

5.5 Marketing

5.5.1 SSIAZ, in collaboration with SIDO and vis should
prepare a comprehensive directory showing the names
and addresses of its members and their area of

specialisation, including installed capacities.

5.5.2 The directory should be compiled by sector. The
directory when completed will serve the following
purpose:

a. For submission by the Ministry of Commerce, Trade
and Industry to the Tender Board so that SSIAZ
members/Small Businesses participate and are
accorded preferential treatment in the award of
tenders.

b. The Directory should also be made available to
large private/public sector buyers, chambers of
commerce and industry etc.

c. The directory will enable SSIAZ members with

similar interests to network and pull resources in
meeting large supply quotas or in obtaining bulk
suppliers so as to limit costs.

5.5.3 That for small business to derive benefit arising
from item above, promotional agencies should
encourage their members to joint SSIAZ.

5.5.4 The Ministry of Commerce, Trade and Industry, EXIM
Bank, Export Board of Zambia, promotional agencies
(SIDO, VIS) should network and:

a. Produce and make available up-to-date market
information

b. Assist identifying and developing export markets.
In this regard, the Ministry of commerce, Trade and
Industry, should ensure that SSIAZ members are well
represented in International Trade Fairs.

5.5.5 Establish adequate system for the promotion of sub
contracting arrangements between small and large
business. This will provide a ready market for
small business output.
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5.5.6 Priority in the privatisation drive should be
accorded to the local and/or existing investors.
The following are also worth noting;

a. When privatising the parastatals, the Government
should use techniques (such as franchising,

subcontracting, leasing etc.) which broadens shares
and enterprise ownership. This will ensure the
participation of small business entrepreneurs.

b. That some of the large trading shops/outlets,
should be turned into shopping malls with small

cubicles which can be leased to small business
entrepreneurs where appropriate.

5.5.7 SSIAZ, in liaison with promotional agencies should
endeavour to hold mini fairs in the main trading
centres of Zambia to popularise the activities of
its members.

5.5.8 SSIAZ, in order to advertise the activities of its
members, should periodically arrange for block
adverts in the media, so as to share costs among
its members.

5.6 Finance

5.6.1 The Central Bank should entice Commercial Banks to
lend to the Small Business Sector by offering
liquidity ratio concessions when their exposure to
the sector goes beyond a certain level.

5.6.2 Commercial Banks should be allowed to lend under
the Credit Guarantee Scheme (CGS) cover without
prior approval of the Bank of Zambia, provided they
make prudent banking decisions. Moreover, CGS-BOZ
should refrain from undertaking project appraisals
currently being done by Banks in order to avoid
unnecessary bureaucratic red tape and delays, and

allow for quick processing of applications.
Promotiona1 Agencies currently undertake and
prepare feasibility studies/business plans which
are submitted to Banks.

5.6.3 Bearing in mind that the most difficult funds to
mobilise by Small entrepreneurs are investment for
medium and long term loans, it is proposed that
access funds under the non banking financial

institutions (ZNPF, ZSIC. State Lottery of Zambia
etc.) should be channelled to DBZ, SEP, SIDO and
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VIS to be disburse as investment capital to the
sector.

5.6.4 Central Bank should encourage financial
institutions to establish leasing and hire purchase
facilities so that Small Scale Entrepreneurs could
use them since they cannot afford to raise capital
to acquire the needed machinery.

5.6.5 Develop and expand money and capital markets in
order to widen the lending opportunities/facilities
so that Small Business Sector.

5.6.6 Enhance suppliers credit to small business.


